Health Tip
Campfire Precautions
Being outdoors, camping and making a campfire is a lot of fun.
Here are some simple tips to make your outdoor time memorable:
Before going out, check local fire restrictions. Don’t chance it, fire bans are
there for a good reason. Ensure it is safe to light the fire and keep it under
control at all times.
When taking someone else’s camp site over , be aware of buried camp fires,
they will continue to burn underground for many hours, potentially putting
children at risk. Extinguish with water where practical.
Children, and adults often underestimate fire hazards. If you do sustain a
burn, apply plenty of water – at least for 15 minutes and seek medical
assistance.
Always carry a complete Fist aid kit and know what to do, you never know
when you need one.

Teach your kids these simple steps, and they will be safer and healthier!
Enjoy the ‘marshmallows!
Tilman Rasche
Manager – Global Risk and Business Improvement
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The information provided on this website is intended for information only and of bringing the existence of potential problems to your attention and
to advise you of solutions which we have adopted. We do not warrant that any solutions that we have adopted are infallible, nor do we recommend
that you adopt same. If you are concerned about a potential problem and wish to implement a solution, then we recommend you carry out your own
research and testing. Expert advice should be obtained before adopting any solution that we have adopted to ensure that such a solution is
appropriate and suitable to your needs. Any information provided on this web site is not intended to create any sort of legal relationship between
Klinge & Co Pty Ltd and you, nor is it intended that you will rely upon it without obtaining proper professional advice. Klinge & Co Pty Ltd will
not be responsible for any loss and damage occasioned, including but not limited to damages for personal injuries or loss of business or other
profits, by any person relying on information contained in this website. Klinge & Co does not guarantee that the information on the web site is
accurate, reliable, definitive, complete or up to date. Klinge Group may claim legal privilege and common interest privilege in relation to this
material.

